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What Should I Read First?

CULTURE

   Call number: PL2478 .L8 1989 (also in Reference: PL2478 .L8 2000)

   Call number: B126 .C67

   Call number: DS703 .D4


   Call number: DS721 .G3913 1996

   Call number: DS721 .H724

   Call number: HC427.92 .K75 1995 (paperback reprint)
Call number: DS721.N39

Call number: N7340.S46 1968

Call number: DS754.S65 1990

Call number: B126.W3 1982
HISTORY


Call number: HN733.5 .C423 1992


Call number: DS755 .F29 1987


Call number: HC427.92 .H37 1987


Call number: DS753 .H798 1981


  v. 3-5. Sui and T’ang China, 589-906, pt. 1.
  v. 6. Alien Regimes and Border States, 907-1368.
  v. 7. The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644, pt. 1.
  v. 8. The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644, pt. 2.
  v. 10. Late Ch’ing, 1800-1911, pt. 1.
  v. 11. Late Ch’ing, 1800-1911, pt. 2.
  v. 15. The People's Republic, pt. 2: Revolutions within the Chinese Revolution.
LITERATURE

Call number: PL2658 .E1 B5 1967

Call number: PL2265 .G5 1967

Call number:

Originally published: Day, 1943.
Call number: PL2697.H75 E5 1984
REFERENCE


Call number: DS705 .C35 1982 (in Reference)

Call number: DS705 .E54 (in Reference)